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2

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Mathematical Formulae

Total amount = 1+
100

Curved surface area of a cone = rrl

Surface area of a sphere = 4zr 12

Volume of a con e =!rr'h
3

Volume of a sphere = ,l"r1
4
;J

Area oftriansle,4 eC =!absnC"2

Arc length = rr, where d is in radians

sector area =!r'0.*h"r" d is in radians
2

ab c

sin,4 sin -B sin C

a2 =bz +c2 -2bc cos A

Mean

Standard deviation =

z,fx
tf

2f*' 2

tf
(zn\lrl
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3

I Simpliff -z(-tx-+)+s.

Answer trl

2 The ratio of interior angle : exterior angle of a regular polygon is 5 : 1 .

Calculate the number of sides that the polygon has.

Answer .sides [1]

3 A photocopier can photocopy at a rate of30 double-sided papers per minute.

Calculate

(a) in minutes, the time taken to print 600 pages on double-sided setting,

Answer

(b) the number of double-sided papers that can be photocopied in I hour.

Answer double-sided papers [1]

minutes [1]

4048nlGE2l22
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4

4 A survey was conducted to find out the preferred brand of mobile phone that secondary

school students like.

Preferred Ilrand of Llobile Phone

l6

t4

l2

l0

8

6

4 I
Samsung Apple

I
Huawci

State one aspect ofthe graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a

misinterpretation of the graph.

12)

Oppo

5 Solve the inequality -2+x 3 2-3x < 9+4x.

Answer ....,............... tzl

40481r/GE2l22
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5

6 Find a possible set of integd values of a ard b such that the lines r+lr=1 and

ax + by --l

(a) do not intersect,

b= tll

(b) intersect at exactly one point.

b =...................................tu

7 Factorise 4ax2 - 4ay2 + 2bx2 -2byz completely

......t21

4048lUGE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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6

s si.elify(#)
3

2

Answer . ....... ...t21

9 Given that 25x125' = 5, find the value ofx

Answer x = t2l

4048lllGEzl22
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7

10 Solre 5 .+ I 
=4.(z-r)' x-2

Answer x =................. .................t31

1l (a) Express l+x2-5; inthe form of (x+a)'+b.

O) Write dowr the equation of line of symmetry of the graph of y =l+ x' -5x .

Answer .......,...............................t11

Arrrwer .......................................tI1

(c) Write down the coordinates of intersection between the line of symmetry and the

graPh of Y =l+ x2 -5x.

Answer ..) t1l

4048n/GE2/22
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8

12 The area of triangle ABC is 7.5 cm2. Two of the sides are of lenglh 5 cm and 6 cm

respectively. Find the length ofthe third side.

13 The Ideal Gas Law

PV --8.3145nT

relates pressure P (measured in Pascal), volume Z (measured in metres3), the number of
moles of a gas z (measured in moles), and temperature I (measured in Kelvins)-

One mole of gas is found to exert a pressure of 101 325 Pascal at room temperature 293

Kelvins. Find the volume of the gas in cm3.

Answer ..................................cm3 121

4048l1lGEzl22
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9

14 A map ofthe United States of America has a scale of 1:8 000 000.

(a) The length of the Mississippi River is 3766 lm.
Calculate the length, in centimetres, of Mississippi River on the map.

(b) The area of Califomia on the map is 66.25 cm2.

Calculate the actual area, in square kilometres, of Califomia.

Answer

.cm [1]

k*'[2]

15 (a) r is a positive integer.

Show that, for all z, 6n2 +25n+11is not a prime number.

t2)

(b) Hence, determine whether 16261 is a prime number. Show your working clearly.

lzl

4048,L/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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t0

16 The diagram represents a plot of land, ABCD. The police is looking for a robber hiding

in the land.

Scale: 1 cm represents 1 km

C

D

Here are the accounts from three witnesses:

Witness 1: The robber is located more than 6 km away from,4.

Witness 2: The robber is located nearer to -B than l.
Witness 3: The robber is located nearer to AD thm AB.

Shade the region where the robber is hiding. t4l

B

A

4048111GF.2122
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17 (={integersx:l <x<21\

I = {integen that are perfect squares}

B = {integers that are not prime numbers}

C = {integers that are divisible by 5}

(a) List down all the elements in A, B and C.

B =..............

C = ...................................121

A number is chosen randomly from (.

(b) Find the number of elements in B .\ C' .

Answer l1l

(c) Hence, find the probability that the chosen number is not a prime number and is

not divisible by 5.

Answer trl

4048fi/GE2l22
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12

18 (a) The prime factorisation of450 is 2x32 x52 .

Express 648 as a product of its prime factors.

Answer 648-- ..........t11

O) Using your answer to part (a), determine whether 583200 is a perfect square.

tzl

(c) Find the smallest integer r such that 450n is a multiple of 648.

Answer n =.....- tll

4048/1/GEz/22
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l3

79 (a) The points A(0,2) and, B(1,0) lie on the graph y=v'1+ax+b.

Find the values of a znd, h

b =...................................t2)

(b) C is another point on the graph such that the gradient ofline lB is twice the gradient

oflC. Find the coordinates ofpoint C.

Answer ( ) t3I

4048^lGE2l22
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14

20 -(12\It is given *"t es =l o )
, c>0 and lrzl = :z ,-it..

(a) Find the value ofa.

O) Cis apoint (0,t0) and iE=DC.
Find the coordinates of D.

Answer a -........ . ........................121

Answer(................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .) t2I

(c) What type of quadrilateral is ABCD? Explain your ansv/er.

............ ........t11

4048lllGE2t22
ParherlnL6aming
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l5

2l The cumulative frequency cuwe shows the marks obtained by the 120 students in a recent

Mathematics Test. The maximum mark is 100.

120

100

0 20 40 60 80 100

Marks

(a) Complete the grouped frequency table for the marks obtained.

Marks obtained by shrdents, .r Frequency

0<x<20 l0
20<x<40
40<x<@
60<x<80 28

80<x<100 8

tll
O) Calculate an estimate of the mean mark.

0<x<20
20<x<40
4O<.r<60
60<x<80
80<x<100

Answer ...marks []

80
o
o

t60
OJ

240

20

0

'i+

f-t--+;-

4048^tGE2l22
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(c) Calculate an estimate ofthe standard deviation.

Answer .marks [2]

(d) The passing mark is 50. Two students are chosen at random.

Find the probability that both ofthem passed.

Answer......-- ttl

4048111GE2t22
Partn€rlnLeaming
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22 The diagram shows the speed-time graph ofa particle.

Speed
(m/s)

100

30

0 2t

(a) Find the speed ofthe particle when t - 12s.

Answer

O) Find the distance covered before the particle starts to slow down.

Time (s)
; 13

.m/s [2]

404811/GE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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t8

(c) Complete the distance-time graph ofthe particle.

Dlslance
(m)

t1l

-l

I

I

L
I

I
'l ime (s)

0 6 l3 2t

4048111G82t22
PartnerlnLoaming
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23

l9

A

C

ln the diagram, ABC and AED are straight lines aud BE is parallel to CD.

(a) Show that triangle l.BE is similar to triangle lCD. Give a reason for each statement

you make.

.tzl

FB

D

(b) Show that 
BC 

-AB .ED AE
t2l

4048n/GE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) A ctcle is drawn with points ,, C and D on its circumference. It is fi.rther given

tbat an$e BCD+ angle BED > 180o . Explain why point E is inside the circle.

tll

4048llGE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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obB

21.

D

A

a

C

OBC, ADC, AEB and OED ate straight lines.

Ol=a nd OE =b.
1

OB=:OC. AE:EB=3:2 andOE:ED=l:l .

3

(a) Find OE in terms of a and/or b as simply as possible.

Answer: OE =........................... .....t21

4048fi1GE2/22
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ftt Find the value o, area of LOBE

area of BEDC

121Answer ....-.......

PartnerlnLearning
128
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2S

23

A

C

lC is a diameter of a circle with c ilfle O. AC =\fzr arrd AB =BC.
COB is a semi-circular arc, centre P.

What percentage of the circle is not shaded?

Answer

B

4048nlGE2/22
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2

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Area oftriangle ,{ BC : ! absm C

Arc length: rd, where d is in radians

Sector area: !r'0,*h"r" 0 is in radians
2

Curved surface area of a cone - rrl

Surface area of a sphere: 4rr'

I
Volume of a cone - -zr'h

.,

4
Volume of a sphere : -Ef

3

q b c

sin I sin B sin C

az =b2 +c2 -'2bccosA

Mathematical Formulae

Mean:

rotat amount: 
"(t-#)'

Lfx
tr

Standard deviation : Lfx'
sr

4048/2tGE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming
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J

Answer all the questions.

5x -2| (a) lt ls grven that y = - .

J.rrl
(r) Findy when x: 7.

Answer y = i1l

(ii) Express x in terms ofy.

Awwer x = t2)

(b) Solve ll-al! =-+32

4048t21G82122
PartnerlnLeaming

132

Ansvver x = 121
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(c) Solve these simultaneous equations

(d) Simplifu
4xz -9

6x2 - x-12

4

3x -2y =lS
2x+y=23

v tll

4048/ZlGEz/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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5

2 Mrs Teo is a Mathematics tutor.
She offers tutorial sessions for Lower Secondary and Upper Secondary students on weekdays and
on weekends.
Each student attends one session a week for 4 sessions in every month.

The matrix N shows the number of students she tutors every month.

Lower Secondary Upper Secondary

Weekday

Weekend

(a) Evaluate the matrix M = 4N .

Answer t1l

(b) Mrs Teo charges $70 for each Lower Secondary session and $80 for each Upper
Secondary session.

Represent the session charges in a 2x1 column matrix C.

Answer C = trl

(c) Evaluate the matrix P = MC .

7 6

J4
N=

4048t2tGF,2122
PartnerlnLeaming

't34

Answer P = t1l
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6

(d) State what the elements of P represent.

-,4ttwer

Mrs Teo wants to increase her tuition fees for the weekend sessions by l0% for the last 3
months before examinations start.
The number of students registered for the weekday sessions are 10 Lower Secondary
students and 8 Upper Secondary students. On weekends she has 3 Lower Secondary
students and 2 Upper Secondary students.

(e) Calculate the total amount of money she eams during this 3 month period.

itl

404812/GE2/22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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7

l)(.

B

The diagram below shows part of a regular 18-sided polygor, ABCDEF... ...

The lines 8C and ED are extended to meet at the point X such that XC=XD.

(a) Ftrd 1-YCD.

O) Flnd ZCXD.

Answer

Answer

trl

tll

PartnerlnLeaming
4048t2tG82/22
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8

(c) Explain why BX=EX.

Answer

(d) Show that LXCD and A)BE are similar

Answer

(e) What can we conclude about the side CD and the line BE".r

Answer

t2l

l2l

lll

4048/2tGE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming
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4 The first four terms in a sequence ofnumbers are given below.

n:52 -18:7

T2:62-22=14

n:72 _26-23

T4=82-30=34

(a) Find 7s.

Answer

(b) Show that the zth terrn ofthe sequence, I,, is givenby n2+4n+2.

Answer

(c) Determine and explain if 962 is a term of the sequence.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
138

BP- 138
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t21
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10

(d) Find and simplifu an expression, in temrs of n, for \-7...

Answer

(e) Explain why the difference between consecutive terms in the sequence is always odd.

Answer........

BP- l39

t3l

tll

404812tGE2t22
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5 The variables .r and y are connected by the equation

5
Y = x+--;-

x-
3

BP- 140

t3l

Some corresponding values of .r andy are given in the table below.

x I 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5

v 3 0;7 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.3 p 3.1

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer p: ........ tll

(b) On the grid, draw the rraph of y = x+l-3 for 1< x< 6.
x

x

4048121G82122
PartnerlnLsaming
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tll

5(c) The equation x+ , -3=0 has no solution.
x

Explain how this can be seen from your graph.

Answer

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient ofthe curve when .r = 1.5

Answer l2l

4048/2tGE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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l3

(e) (l) On the same axes, draw the line with gradient 2 that passes through the
point with coordinates (0.5,2) .

(ii) Write down the equation of this line.

Answer

(iii) Show, with mathematical justification, that the equation 5 - 4-r2 -.r3 = 0 can be
solved by finding the points of intersection ofthe straight line and the curve.

Answer

(iv) Use your graphs to solve the equation 5 - 4x2 - x3 = 0 .

8P.14?

t2)

tll

121

4048/2lGE2l22
Partn€rlnLeaming
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6

t4

The diagram shows two concentric circles with centre O.
PQ is the diameter of the larger circle and R,S is the diameter of the smaller circle.
PS and Rp are tangents to the smaller circle.

(a) Show that the triangle PSO is congnrent to trian gle QRO.
Give a reason for each statement you make.

Answer

4048121GF,2122
ParlnerlnLeaming

143
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i5

(b) The radius ofthe larger circle is 8 cm and the radius ofthe smaller circle is 4.36 cm.

(D Calculate the area of tiangle QRO.

Answer 2 t3l......,... cm

(ii) Given that angle QOR is 0.995 radians, calculate the shaded area.

4048t2tGF,2122
PartnerlnLeaming
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7 The seating capacity of an auditorium is 300. The seats are categorised as 1,2,3 and4.
The costs of the tickets in the categories are in the table below.

CATEGORY TICKET PRICES

CAT 1 ss 348

CAT 2 s5 288

CAT 3 ss 228

CAT 4 ss 148

(a) The number of seats are distributed in the ratio l:2:4'.5 for CAT I to 4 respectively
If all the seats are sold out, calculate the ticket sales for category 4.

Answer $

The auditorium has 2 entrances, fiont entrance F and back entrance B.
Entrance F is able to evacuate x people out of the auditorium per second.

O) (i) Writ€ down an expression, in terms of x, for the time taken in secouds for all
300 people to evacuate if only entrance F is open.

Answer

(ii) Entrance F is able to let approximately 2 more people evacuate per second

compared to entrance 8.

Write down an expression, in terms ofx, for the time taken in seconds for all 300
people to evacuate the auditorium if only entrance ,B is open.

s

tzl

trl

(iii) Usually, only one entrance is open at any time.

4048t2tGE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming

145

Answer ...... s t1l
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It takes approximately 3 seconds more for all the people to evacuate the
auditorium using entrance B as compared to entrance F.

Forrn an equation in:r and show that it reduces to x2 -2x-2N=0.

Answer

(i9 Solve the equation x2-2.r-200=0.

Ans,ver x =

t3l

or................. [2]

(v) Find the number ofpeople that can be evacuated in 1 minute if only entrance F is
opened.

8 An equilateral triangle ABC,has sides of 8 cm.

PartnerlnLeaming
404812tG82/22
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l8

O is the centre of the equilateral triangle.

B

8cm

(a) Show that the leogth of Ol is 4.619 cm, correct to 3 decimal places

Answer

CA

t2l

404812/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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Tlte tiangle ABC forms the base of a pyramid.
The vertex, Xis vertically above O and ,4X: 18 cm.

X

18 cm

.5 cm

(b) Calculate the total surface area ofthe py.ramid.

Answer cm2 131

(c) Part of the pyramid is cut off at triangle PQR such that P is a point on XC, p is a point on
lC and R is a po1trfi at BC.
PQ:5 cm, QR:4 cm arld, PR = 3.5 cm.
Find angle PQi.

A C

8cm
5cm

o

4048/2/GE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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(d) The ratio of AQ: QC:3 : 1.

Calculate the angle of elevation of X {rom Q.

Answer t4l

404812/GEz/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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9 (a) A group of 50 patients had their blood pressure taken

The results are shown in the table below.

(i) State the median class ofblood pressure.

Answer

(ii) A blood pressure of 140 mmHg or higher indicates high blood pressure.
Find the percentage of patients who may have high blood pressure.

Answer

(iii) Calculate the standard deviation ofthe blood presswes.

Answer

(iv) The standard deviation of the blood pressues taken by a second group of
patients was 22.1 mmHg.

Comment on one difference between the two distributions, making reference to this
information.

Answer

t1l

% lll

mmHg [2]

Blood
Pressure
(mmHe)

100<-r<120 120<x<140 140<-x<160 160<x<180

Frequency 27 12 6 5

t1l

4048t2tG82122
PartnednLeaming
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(b) A drawer contains 2 blue socks and 6 white socks.
Two socks are taken from the drawer at random without replacement.
If the two socks are different colours, then a third sock is taken from the drawer.
Otherwise, no third sock is taken.

(i) Draw a tree diagram to show the probabilities ofthe possible outcomes.

Answer

l2l

(ii) Fin{ as a fraction in its simplest form, the probability that

(a) the first two socks taken are the same colour,

Answer ............................. tzl

(b) a third sock is taken and it is the same colour as the first sock.

4048/2lGEzl22
PartnerlnLeaming
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l0 Mr Graham bought a 2-room flat in Senbawang.
The floor plan can be modelled as five rectangles as shown below

5.915 m

F-

..i

a-
6i

2.940 m 2.9'15 m

BEDROOM

7 .571 m2

LIVINGI
DINING

I 1.528 m2

AIR{ON LEDGE
+BAIHAilC

KITCHEN
I

ENTRANCET
I

c-?

\o

O1

3.420 m 1.470

(a) Calculate the total floor area of Mr Graham's kitchen

4048t2tG82t22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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Answer mt [1]
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@) The optimal kitchen cabinets' height, including the counter top, is calculated based on
the concept of ergonomics. Ergonomics is the process ofdesigning products that fit the
people who use them.
Using the diagram as reference, kitchen cabinet desiguers view that optimal cabinet
height should be the distance between one's elbow and the gound, with 10 cm
allowance for elbow movement.
The diagram below shows a drawing of Mrs Graham whose height is 168 cm.

Calculate the range of optimal kitchen cabinets' heights, including the cormter top, for
Mrs Graham.

Scale: I cm to l6.E cm

168 cm

counter top

fiO cm (allowance for elbow movement)

kitchen cabinots'
height

404812/GE2/22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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25

(c) Mr Graham plans to install a combination of kitchen cabinets along the L-shaped
shaded area in the kitchen.

3.420 m

ln the combination, he requires one ofthe cabinets to have a sink, a comer cabinet and
at least one ofthe other cabinets to have wire basket shelves.
He wants to customise the height of the cabinets to suit Mrs Graham's height.
He also wishes to install a counter top for the top ofthe cabinet, considering to use
either granite, ceramic or acrylic as its material.
He has a budget of $2200 to purchase the kitchen cabinets and L-shaped counter top.
Using the hformation in the tables given on the next page and your answer in @),
propose a possible combination that will best suit Mr Graham's requirements that will
optimise storage and space while maximising the use of his budget.

Answer

KITCHEN

4048t2tG82/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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Cabiaet 1
,, J 4 5 6

Cabinet

with sink,

1 drawer

and 1 door

(no

shelves)

Corner

cabinet

Cabinet

with 4
drawers

Cabinet

with 2
shelves and

2 doors

Cabinet

vrith I door

and wire
basket

shelvss

Cabinet

with I
drawer, 3

shelves and

1 door.

Cost $r56 $r66 $260 $290 $166 $ 193

width 50 cm 60 cm 90 cm 80 cm 60 cm 70 cm

Depth 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm

BP- 155

Table 1: Kitchen Cabinets

Table 2: Height Customisation for
Kitchen Cabinet

Height Cost per cabinet

50 cm Free

up to 75 cm $ls

up to 105 cm $2s

Table 3: Materials for L-Shaped
Counter Top

l6

End of Paper

Materials 0verall Cost

Granite $ 1200

Ceramic $800

Acrylic $600

404812tGEz/22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

nigonometrv

Statistics

Total amount = P

Curved surface area ofa cone =nrl

Surface area ofa sphere = 4zrr?

1+J-
100

Volume of a con 
" =!n 'h

3

Volume of a sphere TT

abc
sin ,4 sin I sin C

a2 = bz + c2 -2bc cos A

4

J

Area of trianele I AC = ! a*AC'2

Arc length -- r0 , wlrcre d is in radians

Sector area = 1"'d. *ho" 6 is in radians
2

Mean : z,fx
S/

PartnerlnLeaming
4048/1lGE2l22
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J

I Sinpliry -2{-3:-a}+ 5.

-2{-3r-4}+ 5:6r+*+5
= 6r+13 BI

*rsr+w it l

! Tbc ntio of idcrigr rItgre slt€.ior errElF of r rqdr pollgm is 5:I.
C.kuhb 6e .eber o,f sidr* tet lk pdygm Lr*"

I
f:*erior u$: = ;fu x I 80" = 30"

Nunbs of gides = 
K" 

=123o' B'

.ltr6-,s€r

A plotocrrpirr cu phtnrqry at a r:r* qf 3i! ds:hle-:i ed papeu. pt: rxl:::rte.

odes []

.1

Cdculaie

(r) ia rnr-vrr, tle !E t*tt ta prlr{ 6 t pegg:, o dndrlc*ided s#iAg,
f00 prgcr = -3(ftr {6fiIe *,}ilal oaa:r

ai1',ir*tstfi-#-loesrmr*,

Attsver

(b) lhe nrubEi q toublt-rdcd pqlar ltet cu bc p&otocol*ct itr 1 iflE-
I hour = 60 lriqrtts
I*o- of prgcs prinlcd = 3S''- 60= 18fl) BI

.,Irtsrer ".ita*k si&d pryers [1]

ninrtes [1]

.+01€,rlrGE2,,']2

PartnerlnLeaming
159
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.1

* Aarrcy urr couitr*ilb fitil d lk pe&xett brud of mbiie p@ &t secoadrry

.*cfiool *ntM lile.

Prrferrrd llr*nd of llubik Phonc

BWI
ritr,' . i

S{re om ryeci of&e gr@h ed DI he rii*leadrq ud erElar}aw &r* ary kaillo e

oisitrlEpBlidia of *E gnryf

Tbel'-uir rbc* **Er n'rE o. ,ill
trIeoe it bo&r lrle lLG.r€ ur* tucr te }im&e{{a slua.* chooxiry lrr'-*,8 iha
Apgo,rhicLl.{xi4ldfr bo tiE€!.}f{l6 *lsds b S.usr!& 7 ers$.brqpo)

trl

4

1:

I
I
6

4 I
Snmsung

S Solw$t ucqg$? -:+r ( ?-Lr < 9+4x.

-?+x<2-3x<9+,li M1:foIitiqurlity

-? + r < 2-3r AlilD ?-1:r < 9+ 4r
4;r<{ AND -?<?x
i<tANDr>-l
-'- -1<:61 .*: Pru't gtt;e if ihcre i: noAl$)

ln*ner t- l

4&48,?,'6E:.O2

PartnerlnLeaming
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5

6

a=2
b=2

a=1
b=2

Find a possible set of integer values of a al.d b such that the lines .x+/=l and

ax+by=l

(a) do not intersect,

Bl: Any integer values of a and 6 such that

a=b bu,t a*0,1, b +0,1

b =...................................t11

(b) intersect at exactly one point.

81: Any integer values of a and 6 such that
a+b

Answer a =.....

b =...................................t11

7 Factorise 4ax'-4ay2 + 2bx2 -?by2 completely.

4ax' - 4ay' + ?lx' -Z.by'

= 4o(r' - y')+2b(r' - y')

={+a+2b)(x' - y') Bt: (.r+y)(x-y)
=2(2a+b)(x-y)(x+y) Bl

Answer I2l

4048^/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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6

a\
6

3

),
8 Simpli! -4b

3 .1
(o'"\2 (o'u),
(.;=.] -(oT

a-

M1: Correct multiplicalion of power to the
rndices respectively

b-e

AD A1: Must be in positive index notation

Answer

9 Given that 25x125' = 5, find the value ofx.

25 x125, = 5 Ml : Convert a1l bases to base 5 correctly

s'x(s')'=s
52x53'=5

52+3r - 5I

:.2+3x =1

I
3

A1

Answer x =

.t2l

l2l

4048111G82122
PartnerlnLeaming
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7

10

3+x=4

3+ x = 4

solre5=+l=4.
(z- r)' x-2

51
(z- r)' x-2

51

--L--

(x-2)'z x-2

4

4

5 x-2

-+-=

(x-z)' (x-z)'
5+x-2
-:----------:=- - 't(,-2)'

3+.r
-:---------= -'(,-z)-

4

(*-2)'
(x'-ax+a)

3+x=4x2 -16x+16
4x2 -17 x +13 =0
(x-t)(a:-13)= 0

x =1 or x =3.25

Ml: Common denominator (only accept

quadratic denominator)

Ml: Factorisation or quadratic formula

A1

Answer x = t3l

11 (a) Express l+.r2-5x inthe form of (x+a)'+b.

1+ x' -5x= xt -5x+1

81: Must be this form

Answer

O) Write down the equation of line of symmetry of the graph of y=1+x'-5x.
Eqn of line of symmetry .r = 2.5 81

Answer

= r ,, -: )' - l,i'l' *,\ 2) l2)
=1x-z.s\' -s.zs

= [.r + (-z.s)]' + (-s.zs)

tll

tll

4048nlGE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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8

(c) Write down the coordinates of intersection between the line of symmetry and tle
graPh of Y =l+ xz -5x .

Point olintersection is at the ruming point.

(2.s,-s.2s) Bt

Answer (. ) tll

12 The area of triangle ABC is 7.5 cm2. Two of the sides are of length 5 cm and 6 cm
respectively. Find the length ofthe third side.

Area of A = 7.5 Ml: Using Sine Rule correctly
I

i(sX6).i"e = z.s

sioe = 1
2

0 = sin-' 1 or 180" - sin-' I') ')

0 = 30" or 150'

Length of third side Ml: using cosine Rule correctly (FT)

s'+6'z-2(5)(6)cos30'

OR

s'?+6'?-2(5)(6)coslso'

.'. LenCth of third side = 3.01 cm or 10.6 cm Al: Both correct

Answer cm [3]

f3 The Ideal Cas Law

PV =9.3145r,

relates pressure P (measured in Pascal), volume I/ (measured in metres3), the number of
moles of a gas n (measured in moles), and temperature 7 (measured in Kelvir:s).

One mole ofgas is found to exert a pressure of 101 325 Pascal at room temperature 293

Kelvins. Find the volume of the gas in cm3.

4048111G82/22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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9

v _8.314s(1)(2e3)
101325

= 0.0240 m'3 (3 s.f )

= 24000 cm3

Ml : Correct substihrtion

A1

Answer .. . .cm3 121

14 A map of the United States of America has a scale of 1 : 8 000 000

(a) The length of the Mississippi River is 3766 km.

Calculate the length, in centimetres, of Mississippi fuver on the map.

1 cm : 8000000 cm

1cm: 80 hn
80 lm-+l cm

zled k^ -->3166 = 47.075 crn
80

(b) The area of Califomia on the map is 66.25 cmz.

Calculate the actual area, in square kilometres, of Califomia.
I cm : 8000000 cm Ml: Using proportion

I crn : 80 lan

.'. I cm2 : 6400 kn?

1 cm2 -+ 6400 km':

66.25cm2 )66.25(6400):424mola\2 A1
Answer .......

Bl:47.075

Answer .. .. .cm []

krn'z [2]

15 (a) n is a positive integer.

Show that, for all z, 6n2 +25n+11 is not a prime number

6n2 +25n+ll=(Zn+11)(2n+1) B1

For all positive integer n, 3n+11 and 2n+1
are also integers more than 1. Hence for all

positive z, 6n2 +25n+ll is a composite

4048/UGE2t22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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l0

number since it can be factorised into smaller B1: With the idea of factors more than 1

integers gteater than 1 .

..........t21

O) Hence, determine whether 16261 is a prime number. Show your working clearly.

6n2 +25n+11=16261 Ml: Can also use previous part to

6n2 +25n-16250 =0 guess /,=50 (No working required)

(n -s0)(6n +32s) = 0

, = 50 o, n = -3215 (NA, since z is a posirive integer)6'
By previous part, 16261 is a composite number.

Al (If solve equation never reject
negative minus I )

t2)

16 The diagram represents a plot of lNrd, ABCD. The police is looking for a robber hiding
in tle land.

Scale: I cm represents I km

40481r/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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11

Here are the accounts from three witnesses:

Witness 1 : The robber is located more than 6 km away from l.
Witness 2: The robber is located nearer ro B than L
Witness 3: The robber is located nearer to lD thaa AB.

Shade the region where the robber is hiding.

B

C

A

D

t4l

PartnerlnLeaming
4048lvGE2l22 [Turn Over]
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t7 (={integersx:l < x <21}

I = {integers that are perfbct squares}

B = {integers that are not prime numbers}

C = {integers that are divisible by 5}

(a) List down all the elements in A, B and, C.

A={4,e,161

s = {4, 6,8,9,10,1 2,14,ts,r6,18,201

c = {5,10,1s,20}

B2
Minus one mark per mistake

Anstver A -

A number is chosen randomly from I

(b) Find the number of elements in -B n C' .

tzl

BI

Bl: Follow through from
part (b) answer, but
denominator must be 19

tll

c=.....

B = {4, 6,8,9,r0,r2,14,t s,t 6,18,20}

c = {s,10,ls,20}
B 

^ 
C' = 14,6,5,9,12,14,16,18|

.'. Required number = 8

Required probabiliry = ;

Answer ............ I1l

(c) Hence, find the protrability that the chosen number is not a prime nurnber and is

not divisible by 5.

Answer

4048/t/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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18 (a) The prime factorisation of450 is 2x32x5'z.
Express 648 as a product of its prime factors.

648=23 x3a Bl

Ans **er &8 =

(b) Using your answer to pert (a), determine whether 583200 is a perfect square.

Note that 450x648 =29160O

:.58320O=2x45Ox648=25 x35 x52 Bl
583200 is not a perfect square ,rs the power
(exponent) ofbase 2 in 583200 is not an even

number. BI

(c) Find the smallest integer n such that 450n is a multiple of648.

t1l

t2)

LCM (4s0,648)

450

23 x3o x5z

2x32 x52

-- 22 x32

=36

4048fitG82/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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19 (a) The points A(0,2) Md r(1,0) lie on the graph y=x'+ax+b.
Find the values ofa and D.

Whenx=0, y=2:
2=b
When.x = 1, y = 0:

0 --12 +a+2
a=-3

BI

B1

Answer a

b =...................................t21

O) C is another point on the graph such that the gradient ofline lB is trvice the gradient

of lC. Find the coordinates of point C.

Method I
tet C =(c,cz -3c +2)

Gradient oflB = 2 x Gradient oflC Bl: Gradient oflB
2-0 cz -3c +2-2

c0-1
/2 ^\j_1lc -tc 

1- -1. " )

- c' -3c
c

c' -3c = -c
c2 -2c=0
c(c-2\=0
c = O (Nl, since will get back point l) OR c = 2

:. c =(2,2' -3(2) + z)= (z,o)

Method 2

l\I1: Formulating equation with gradients

ar:rd solve

AI

404811tG82t22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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l5

l*t C =(x,y)
Gradient oflB = 2xCtradrent of AC

2-o -'''(v-2\0{ -'l. r-01

Solve simultaneously with y = v2 - 311 2 '

x2 -3x+2---x+2
x2 -2x=a
x(.r- z) = o

r=0 (NA, since will get back pointl)oRr = 2

.'. c =(2,2' -3(2) + 2) = (2,0)

81: Gradient of ,48

MI: Formulating equations and solve

simultaneously

.{t

Answer ( t3l

20 rt is given rhat * =(-:'),a > 0 and 
lr,al =:z ,-it,.

(a) Find the value ofa.

lael=lenl=n
-12
a

=37

(-rz)22+a =31

144+ az =1369

a2 =1225

a=lsora=-3s (NA)

Ml:Distance formula

A1

Ans'wer a = .t2l

4048/lGE2l22
PadnerlnLeaming
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(b) Cis a point (O,tO) ana AU=DC.

Find the coordinates of D.

AB =DC
(-tz\ 

- -I l=OC-OD
(351

- - 
(-tz\oD=oc-l I

[35/

ildl: OC-OD

A1

(

(-t

0 ) r-12\ttt
ro.J I rs .J

).2

-25
. . Coordinates of D = (12, 25)

Anrwer ( ) t2l

(c) What type of quadrilateral is ABCD? Explzid,-n yow answer.

AB=DC
There is a pair ofparallel sides with equal lenglh.

.'. ABCD is a parallelogram I : Parallelogram

tll

4048/1lGE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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27 The cumulative frequency curve shows the marks obtained by the 120 students in a recent

Mathematics Test. The maximum mark is 100.

120

100

0 20 40 60 80 100

Marks

(a) Complete the grouped frequency table for the marks obtained.

Marks obtained by students, x Frequency

0(r<20 10

20<x<4O t.+

40<x<60 40

60<x<80 28

80 <.r < 100 8

t1l
O) Calculate an estimate of the mean mark.

Required estim&4 x <24

_ (t o)(t o) + (:0f(54{ @X40) + (70X28) + (eox8)
4"<fl{20
60<x<80
80<x<100 B1: Accept 48.7 marks

Answer .marks [ ]

80
()
o
d
,H 60
(,,

240
Q

20

0

48 marks
I

3

ii.:;..#
+-+---i+

+;-

--i-i**..-

4048^/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) Calculate an estimate ofthe standard deviation.
Required estimate

(ro)'(r o)+(ro)' (:+)+ (so)'(+o)+ (zo)'(za)+ (ro)'(a) (or1)'
\. 3l120

Reouired orobabiu* = [fq)[:Z)" ir20/U rel

B1

Answer

Ml: Using S.D
formula

tll

A1
= 21.1 marks (3 s.f )

Ans n-er .......marks [2]

(d) The passing mark is 50. Two students are chosen al random

Find the probability that both ofthem passed.

Within 10% of 50 means frorn 40 to 60.

l3
119

4A48l1,lGE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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22 The diagram shows the speed-time graph ofa particle.

Speed
(m/s)

r00

30

Time (s)

13 2t

(a) Find the speed ofthe panicle when t - 12s.

l-et the speed of the particle when f =12 be v MI : Equating gradients

v-30 _ 100-30
l2-6 13-6
.'.v=90m/s A1

Answer .m/s [2]

(b) Find the distance covered before the particle starts to slow down.
Distance = Area under the gra.ph from 0s to l3s Ml: Finding area under the graph using

r correot formula
:(o)(ro)+ i(ro +roo)(13 -6)' )'
=635m Al

Answer .m [2]

60

4048il/GE2/22
PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) Complete the distance-time graph ofthe particle.

Dlstrnce
(m)

ttl

I lme (s)
0 6 13 2t

L
I

I

4048/UGE2l22
PartnerlnLeaming
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2l

,t

A

D

In the diagram, ABC and AED arc straight lines and BE is pamllel to CD.

(a) Show that triangle IBE is similar to trianFle ACD . Give a reason for each statement

you make.

IBAE -- ZCAD (Common angle) Ml: Atty two correct

IABE -- .ACD (corresponding angles, BE parallel to cD) statements with complete

IAEB = .ADC (Corresponding angles, 8E parallel to cD; 
t"utot'

:.By AA similarity test, LABE is similarto AICD Al: Conciusion with test

tzl

EB

c

(b) Show that 
BC 

-AB .ED AE
tzl

4048t1/GE2/22
ParlnerlnLeaming
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By similar As,

AC AD

AB AE
AB+BC AE+ED

AB AE
AB BC AE ED

-+-=-+-AB AB AE AE

,,BC_,,ED
AB AE

BC ED

AB
BC

Ml: Correct ratio with corresponding sides

AE
AB

ED AE A1 iAG)

(c) A circle is drawn with points B, C and D on its circumference. It is flrther given

that anfle BCD + angle ,BED > I 80o . Explain why point 
^E' 

is inside the circle.

IfpointE is on the circumference ofthe circle, 81: Aocept drawing to aid explanation

BCDE will be a cyclic quadrilateral. Due to

angles in opposite segments,

^Z-BCD+ Z-BED=180' .

Hence, E is not on circumference ofthe circle.

As .E moves further away fiom the center of
cicle, IBED will decrease in mag'nitude.

Snce IBCD + IBED > 180o. Ewill be in the

circle.

......t11

4048/UGE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming
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o bB

23

D

AI

A

a

C

OBC, ADC, AEB and OED are straight lines.

OA=t ar,d OB=b.
I

OB--:OC. AE:EB=3:2 and OE:ED=l:l .

J

(a) Find OE in terms of a and/or b a.s simply as possible.

OE =OA+ AE

+

+

.,

= -a+
5

OA

OA

1na
5

1(os
5\

(u-")

1b
5

l/rt: oA+1 ,c,B
5

OA

J
=a+-

5

Answer'. OE = .................................121

4048fi/GE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming
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(b) Findthevalue of *** !-9]!^.
arca of BEDC

l*t area of LOBE be x

.'. areg of LOAE = ax (Ratio of bases)2'

.'. area of LOAB =1 x and area of A,{ ED = 1 x22
,(1,) = * (Ratio of bases ).'. uea of LABC =

Ml: Using ratio of bases
to find, arca of L,OAE

(Ratio ofbases) OR

Using ratio ofbases to
fild area of
LAED oT LABC

A1

area of LOBE x 2

areaof BEDC - 3 7)x--x
2

404811tGE2t22
PartnerlnLeaming
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Method 1 AOPC is a right angled A.

Method 2:

81: Need to

LOPC is a right angled A

25

t

c
lCis a diameter of a circle with centre g. 1g ={2, and AB = BC.

COB is a semi-circular arc. centre P.

What percentage of the circle is not shaded?

ZABC =90" (night angle in semicircle) 81: Need to show L4BC --90"

AB = BC,

(tt)' +(ac)' =(^12,1'

2(BC)'=2r')

lacl' = r' Mr: FindingrB orBC
... BC = r (Reject -ve)

oc=!ec=0,22
cp = po =! sc =r-22

OC2 =CP2 +PO'z

.'. By converse ofPythagoras' Theorem,

B

show

TI{E END
PartnerlnLaaming
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Note that P and O are midpolnts

of BC and AC respectively.

.'. By midpoint theorem,

OP is panllelto AB,

and ZOPC = ZABC

IABC :90" (Right angle in sernicircle)

'. ZOPC =90"
'. LOPC is a right angled A.

Percentage of circle shaded

Sector OPC * Triangle OPC
x 100%

Area ofbig circle

M1: Using midpoint theorem

Al IOPC=ZABC

Bl: Need to

AOPC is a right angled A

:(;)'(;)-:(;)'
(Ji \'nl ^ r1

s1n (,

Ml: Conect percentage formula with
the relevant sbapes found using the

correct fomlula (FT)

show

%tsl

xi00%

TT
I--r 2

16 8 x 100%

ll
-11--= 16, 8 rloo%

l
-L2

=4.542252845%
Percentage of ctcle shaded = 1 00% - 4 .542252E45o/"

=es.s% (3 s.f)

1
TT

I
,'

AI
Answer

4048^lGE2/22
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I (a) (, 3
;

B1

(iD 5x -2
' 3x+l
3ry + y =5x*2
5x-3ry = y +2

x(5-3y)=y+2
r-t-)

5-1u

M1 - simpli$z +
group

AI

(b) x-5 x+3
32

2(x-s)-3(,r+3) /
6

2x -1O-3x -9 = -24
x=5

Ml same
denominator

A1

(c) 2x+ y =23

I =23-2x
3x -2(23 -2x) -10
3x -46+ 4x =10
7x =56
x=8

!=7

M1 -
sub stitution

A1
A1

(d) 4x2 -9
6x? - x -12
_{2x-3){2x+3)

{2x -3)(3x + 4)

2x +3
3x+4

M1 - numerator
M1 -
denominator

A1
Total: 11 marks
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z (a) 28

t6
24

12

B1

(b)
rro)
l80J

B1

(c) /:aso\

Iroro.J

B1

(d) The elsmeDts represent the total amount Mrs Teo collected in a month from the
weekday and weekend sessions respectively.

BI

(e)
Total amount of money per session =

(to

[,
8)/zo\ f
,l[*.]=[

)=o'on

1340

370

Total after l07o increase =(i 1.1)
1340

370

17 47 x 4x3 = $20964

M1

M1

Ml AI

Accept non-
matrices
workina
Tot*l: 8 marks

PartnerlnLeaming
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, (a)
zxcD=36o =20.,

l8
BI

(b) IXCD= ZXDC
ZCXD =180" -20'-20' (isos. A)

= 140' Al (with
reason)

(c) BC = ED (sides of regular polygon)

XC = XD (etven)

.'.BC+CX=ED+DX
BX =EX

M1 - evidence

A1

(d) ZBXE = ZCXD (common)

180'- i40"IXBE = =20"
2

.'.1XCD = ZXBE
LXCD and ABE are similar'(AA)

AI

(e) They are parallel. BI
Total: 7 marks

PartnerlnLeaming
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4 (a) Tr=9'-Y:ql B I (with
working)

o) T,=(n+4)'z-18-4(n-t)

= n2 +8n+16*18-4n+4

=n2 +4n+2

M1 - n+4 and
18+4(n-l)

AI
(c) n2 +4n+2=962

n2 +4n-960--0

4+ 4'z -4QX-960)
2(r)

--29.048 or -33.M8
Since ,, is not an integer, 962 is not a term ofthe sequence

Ml - find value
ofn

AI
(o) T-7.

= (n2 + 4n + 2) -f(n -l)'z + 4(n - l) + 2)

= nz + 4n + 2 - (nz - 2n + I + 4n - 4 + 2)

=n2 +4n+2-n2 +2n-1- 4n+ 4-2
=2n +3

Ml - corect
expression
Ml - correct
expansion
A1

(c) The difrerence between two consecutive temrs is 2z + 3 .

Since 2z is always even for all values ofn, the sun ofan even integer and an odd
constant 3 will always give an odd integer.

B 1 - always
even + add to
odd

Total: 8 marks
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5 (a) P =2.2 B1

(b) Refer to last page G3

(c) 5
The graph of y=x+j;-3 does not meet the line / = 0/does not have any x-

x'
intercepts/ the minimum y-value is , which is more than 0

B1

(d) Draw tangent
Gradient: -1.96t0.7

B1
B1

(e) (i) Draw line with gradient 2 passing through (0.5,2) (y-intercept: 1) 81 - passes

tbrough (0.5,2)
B I - correct
gradient (& y-
inO

( ) Y =2x+1 B1

(ii,
x+|-3=2x+l

x-

:-=x+4
x
5=l + 4xz

x3 +4x' -5=0

M1 -
sim. eqn.

A1 - frnal eqn

(iv) x --1 B1
(ecf - accept
answer from
intersection of
curve and line)
Total:13
marks
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6 (a) OS = OR (radii olsmaller circle)

IPOS = IQOR (vert. opp. Z)
OP = OQ (radii of larger circle)

-'. AP.SO is congment 10 AORO (SAS)

AlternatiYes: RHS, AAS

MI

AI

o) (D IORQ --90" (tan I rad)

QR= 8' - 4.362

= 6.7075

I
Area of LQRO = 

= 
(4.36)(6.7 07 5)

2

=14.6223s

-14.6 w2

Ml - with
evidence

MI

AI

( ll ) Area of shaded minor sector

l-
= : (4.36). (0.99s)

I
=9.457276

Area of ring between the circles

=n(8)'z-44.36)?

=141.341s
Area ofunshaded in LQRO

=14.62235 -9.4572'76

= 5.165O74

Shaded area

= t4t .3475 + 2(9.4s1276) - 2(s.16507 4)

--149.92s904

^, 
150 cm2

MI

MI

MI

A1

Total: 9 marks
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7 (a)

ilou"twxSl4s =$18500
MI
AI

(b) (D 300

x

BI

(il) 300

-nlln
x-2

BI

(iii) 300 300

x-2 x
300r-300(-x-2)

=3
x(x -2)

.r'?-2r-2oo=o(shown)

Ml - form eqn

M1 - combine
fractions

A1
(iv) -c\r (-2f -40X-200)

20)

=15.17744 or -13.17744
*15.2 or -13.2

M1

A1 (3sf, no rej.)

(v) Reject -13.2
x = 15.2

15.17744x60 =910.6464
r 910

M1

Al (round
down)
(Reiect 3 x 60)
Total: ll
marks

Parln6rlnLeaming
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8 (a) zAoB : 120", 1-4BO - 30"
oA8

sin30' sin 120'

Ol = 8 
x sin 30'

sin 120'

^: 
4.6188 cm

= 4.619 cm (to 3 d.p.)

OR

')-
oA=aJ8'-4'

3

= 4.61880

* 4.619

Ml - sine rule

AI

M1

A1

(b)
Base area a,arc = 1(sYsl sin oo"2"'

x 27 .7128 cm2

Heigltof L,4XB, I =[8' 4
* 17.5499 cm

Total surface area
I

= 3x:(8X17.5499\ + 27.7 1282'"
- 238.31 cm2
: 238 cm2 (to 3 s.f.)

Ml - base

Ml - lateral
height

A1

(c) \2 -+a: -? 52

- 2(s)\4)

zpon = "o"'( 
T\- \32)

= 44.0. (to 1 d.p.)

Ml - cosine rule

AI

(d) AQ= 6 cm

oQ= 4 -6t92 + 6'? - 2(4.61 9)(6) cos 30"

^,3.055 cm

XO= 18'z -4.619?
x 17 .397 cm

- 17.397tang=-
3.055

Angle of eievation ofXfrom Q
, ( t7 .397\

= tan 'l- |

[ 3.0ss ./

= 80.0" (to I d.p.)

Ml - find OQ

A1

Total: l1 mark
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9 (a) (, 100<-r<120 B1

(ii) B1
(iii) 809000 6280

S.D. = -( )
2

50 50

=20.1.1566
x 20.1

Ml - working
(show
substitution)

AI
(iv) The blood pressures ofthe second group ofpatients is less consistent than that of

the first group of patients, since it has a SD of 22.1 which is higher than the SD
of the first group (20.1)

Bl - compare
SD and
comment on
consistency

OD
blue

blue blue
2

=8 w'hite

white

blue

( blue

white white

rvhite

82
-l for each
wrong pair of
branches

(n) (a) 6 5. 2 t. 4(-x-)+(-x-)=-
8 7 87 7

Ml - either both
W or both B
AI

FT from tree
diagam

(b) (26r\(62s\
l-x-x- l+l -x-x- I

[876/[876,
3

l4

M I - either
WBW or all
BWB
AI

Total: I I marks
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l0 (a) 3.42x2.7 =9.234 m2 BI
Reiect 3s.f.

(b) 10 cm represents 168 cm
1 cm represent 16.8 cm
Elbow to ground : 6.4 cm (accept 6.3cm and 6.5cm)

6.4xi6.8=107.52cm

Range ofopfimal kitchen cabinets height

107 .52 - l0 = 97 .52 cm to 107 .52 cm

M I - measure
distance from
elbow to ground

AI
Measured 6.3
cm, 95.84 cm to
105.84 cm
Measured 6.5
cm,99.2 cmlo
109.2 cm

(c) Kitchetr Cabinet

Compulsory:
Sink + corner cabinet + wire basket shelves
Cabinet I + Cabinet 2 (must go at thejunction ofthe wall) l-Cabinet 5

Remaining length : 342 - 50 - 60 - 50 =172 crn
Remaining width: 135-60 =75 cm
Current total cost : $156+S166+5166=M88

Atong the length - I Cabinet 3 + I Cabina 4 (90 cm + 80 cm)
Along the width - I Cabinet 6 (70 cm)
in order to oplimise storage

Total cost of cabinets : M88 + $ I 93 + $260 + $290 = $I 23 1

Height customisation = S25x6=$150
Remaining budget = $2200-$123 1 -S150 = $819
. . Ceramic or acrylic for materials

Mr Graham should choose the Ceramic counler top and his kitchen cabinet
combination is one ofcabinets 1,2,3,4,5,6 with $19 remaining in his budget.

Ml (Cabinet
l+2+5)
Ml (remairing
space)

MI
(combination of
cabinets)

Ml - total cost
of cabiner
Ml - height
Mt - budget +
conclusion for
type ofmaterial

Al (relate to
budset)
Total: 10 marks
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